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A FOOL, A LIAR
A TRAITOR
NAWAZ SHARIF’S TREASON ACT
Wakeup from slumber! President Mamnoon Hussain and Prime

Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbassi. Legitimately you both are under
oath to the citizens of the soil, to safeguard their interest, to uphold the
national institutions and their working, as well as you are legally bound
not to allow any treason act against the country.

“There are three things in this world that I hate.
A fool, I can teach. A liar, I can forgive.
But a traitor I would shoot,
because he is both, a fool and a liar”
Leadership is a potent combination of strategy and character. Leaders think and talk about the
solutions, not create the problems. Leadership is taking responsibility and compassion to listen
to the needs of others. A Leader is one, who knows the way, shows the way and goes the way. A
Leader is one, who respects and helps the citizens, may be from any political party.

It should come as no surprise that Nawaz Sharif, is as ignorant about leadership as he is about
every other matters pertinent to the nation’s highest office, where he was seated three times
during last 37 years. His thinking and working was taken as dictatorial, now every one feels his
behaviour in not only ternary but also betrayal to the country. Among other things, repeatedly
bragging about national institutions is a routine of Mr. Nawaz Sharif. Doesn’t it fall under
treason?

“The saddest thing about betrayal
is that it never comes from your enemies.
It comes from those whom you trust the most”
His dishonesty has fundamentally been proved, now he is trying to prove his disloyalty,
unfaithfulness, treachery, deceitfulness and duplicity of character to a country which gave him
respect, recognition, fame and a lot of wealth. He rose up from a poor family, this country blessed
him with numerous benefits, yet he acts like a traitor.
His short-sightedness and arrogant approach towards power has once again put him in a
troubled situation. Panam Leaks, Dawn Leaks and now his statement against the sensitive
institutions. Basically, his statements are against the government, a government, he been in the
highest chair thrice and was heading since last four years. If, it was the situation, why he din’t
act while in chair and tried to resolve the matter according to his master’s voice.
Basically, his fall from the highest chair and investigation against his monetary corruption has
badly effected his nerves, resulting brutal and atrocious steps towards the national sensitive
institutions, which every patriot Pakistani feels is against the innocent citizens of Pakistan.
The statement being “reckless” and “defamatory,” may be called it a “politically- slanderous
effort” of Nawaz Sharif for the reason, best known to him. It’s highly sensitive, is extremely
objectionable and requires immediate action against the loudmouthed Nawaz Sharif and Cyril
Almida.
Earlier, Cyril Almida published an article against the sovereignty. So sorry, again the same
newspaper’s reporter is involved in this filthy game to engross and malign the institutions of our
beloved country. This country has sacrificed thousands of lives since 1947 to date. Mr Nawaz
Sharif, there’s a big BLOOD LINE between the two countries which can never be crossed. It’s not
only the religion but the traditions and the civilization, all differs a lot. How both these traitors
dare to have a word against our country?
Earlier, Libel claims were based on “the defamation of one institute”, and nothing in the
published article had the slightest effect on Nawaz Sharif’s approach, which was created by the
deliberate act of some one close to him, now, an open secret that it was his daughter Maryam
who initiated this smudged game. Still, Maryam, Safdar and other pawns are using threatening
language to the citizens of Pakistan, who dared demand clarification from a disqualified corrupt
ex-prime minister. Maryam seems deceitfully playing this game against the corrupt ex-Prime
Minister to get-rid of him from her passage to the throne of PML-N.

Earlier, the News paper was well within its rights to publish the story, because the government
wanted it this way. Nawaz Sharif though is a public figure but can’t control his tyrant approach.
OR, he just could not realize the issue, is one of national importance, and highly sensitive. But,
again the same mistake can’t be ignored any more. No newspaper should be protected from libel
claims, even if it prints erroneous statement pushed by government machinery, and even if they
did not know the statement was false, or recklessly disregard its truth or falsity.
As far Nawaz Sharif is concerned, there’s a general perception that he is still immature and
incompetent to hold such a sensitive office. Other perception about him is that he has a dictator’s
approach. Listed below are some incidents of his past governments;
•

From 1988 to 1990, as Chief Minister, Punjab, he never followed the protocol proceedure
for the then Prime Minister Benazir Bhutto, rather, he never hesitated to humiliate her,
which states his adolescent state of mind.

•

During first term as the Prime Minister, he developed certain differences with a seasoned
President Ghulam Ishaq Khan, who, by using his constitutional right dismissed his
government. The differences were created because of Nawaz Sharif’s arrogant and
childish behaviour, which forced the President to act this harsh way?

•

During his second term, once again he developed differences with the then President
Farooq Ahmed Leghari, another seasoned personality, who, resigned to save the system
of so called democracy. The nation is confused, why every time he develop differences
with the President’s office and what is the cause?

•

During his second term as the Prime Minister, he raised certain objections against Gen
Jehangir Karamat and also against the Naval Chief, resulting, both of them opted for early
retirement. Such acts against the Forces can never be justified to keep the Prime Minister
in office?

•

During his second regime as Prime Minister, he appointed a parallel Chief Justice of
Pakistan and the Supreme Court was attacked by his workers in the day light to enforce
his orders. His team members are still unable to explain about this illegal act of their
workers?

•

For appointing Chief Justice of his choice, it’s alleged that he promoted “Brief case”
culture to meet his desire. Such acts are devastating for the nations?

•

During his second term as the Prime Minister, he inducted Army personnel in Wapda,
replacing Chief Engineers with Brigadiers and even at the junior most position of meter
reader, subedars were posted. WHY, this new technique ultimately destroyed one of the
best organizations of the country, because mostly the senior Wapda officers choose for
retirement. He never realized that Wapda had spent a huge amount on their training and
they were running the system meticulously despite many difficulties?

•

People feel that his family was running Electric Furnaces and Steel Mills, a general
concept is there, that these industries can not be run without theft of electricity. AND, as
he was from the field and knew the loop holes, he decided to involve Army with a hope to

control the line losses. Unfortunately, the line losses were tremendously raised during
that time.
•

During his second term, he removed Mr.Shamas-ul-Mulk, the then Chairman Wapda and
appointed Gen Zulfiqar as the new Chairman. Mr. Shamas is worldwide renowned as
Hydel-dam expert. The reason is still unknown of his removal and appointment of a
completely non-professional person at a highly technical and sensitive position?

National interest discussion is an imperative duty, this should be a fundamental
principle of the government that “Such discussion” which may well include
vehement, caustic, and sometimes unpleasantly sharp attacks on government
institutions and public officials, should not be make public.

“There are crimes that are never
forgiven, like treason”
It’s the duty of the President and the Prime Minister to look after the interest of the
country first, than any other person or party. And if any one tries to create a
mayhem in the country, should immediately be taken to the task. History reveals,
delay in such matters is always harmful for the nations.
First of all, Government should form “libel laws” so when any one by himself or by
instructions of some government official, writes purposely negative and horrible and false
articles, could be sued and punishment should not be less than a treason charge. Never mind,
even if the President, Prime Minister or any of the ministers is involved.
AND, Government should also learn to respect and safeguard its citizens and their rights, may
be from any political party. When ocean of public is on roads, people holding the government
should understand the sensitivity of the situation and try to handle it peacefully.

Wakeup from slumber! President Mamnoon Hussain and Prime

Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbassi. Legitimately you both are under
oath to the citizens of the soil, to safeguard their interest, to uphold the
national institutions and their working, as well as you are legally bound
not to allow any treason act against the country.

IF, you can’t safeguard, step down. Don’t let the people think
you didn’t deserve the position.
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